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The problem on 2014 Ebola virus outbreak in Africa lead a great
concern to the medical society. This disease is believed to be one
of the most serious infection in the medical history. The high
virulence of Ebola virus is observed and the medical society fears
for its possible worldwide pandemic. In addition to the natural
spreading, the possibility of artificial outbreak due to bioterrorism and biocrime should be mentioned. In fact, the new emerging disease is an important focus in biological welfare [1]. Werner noted that “an infectious cause has been demonstrated (or
strongly suspected) for various diseases and the scope of infectiology keeps widening, while the threat of bioterrorism cannot be
neglected [2].” For the case of Ebola, the concern on the illegal
use of the virus as the new bioterrorism agent by the terrorist is
widely discussed [3]. Ebola virus can cause hemorrhagic fever that
is easy for using as potential agents for biologic warfare due to
“capability of aerosol transmission, high morbidity,and mortality
associated with infection, and ability to replicate in cell culture in
high concentrations [4].” Due to the high infectivity, the infection
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control is required and this should extend to control for the possible illegal use of the virus as the bioterrorism agent [5]. Cunha
noted that knowledge on this new viral disease is needed because
the case might primarily present to the emergency room without
previous notification [6]. Cunha said that the practitioner needed
to know “the clinical presentation and differential diagnosis of
potential bioterrorist agents when first presenting to the hospital
in the emergency room setting [6].” A specific guideline should
be prepare for fighting the possible bioterrorism due to Ebola virus. The good example is “Bichat guidelines for the clinical management of haemorrhagic fever viruses and bioterrorism-related
haemorrhagic fever viruses [7].” According to this guideline, “all
patients must be isolated and receive intensive supportive therapy
[7].”
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